Sea and Summit Story 2014

The story of my adventure this summer
by Natasha Lambert
I am 17 years old, and a bit different, I have athertoid cerebral palsy, which means I have lots of uncoordinated movements which affect my whole body, I sail my adapted boat a Mini Transat called
Miss Isle Too by mouth using a single straw. I walk using a Hart walker. I write using an eye gaze
computer.,and use a wheelchair too. I love sailing , and I like showing people what I can do and
hope to encourage more people with different abilities to take up sailing as is is a fantastic sport for
everyone! I really like raising money for Charity because I like to be able to be able to help people
and make a difference. I really like meeting people and love adventure and new opportunities! � �

My Sea and Summit Team
Dad - Adapted my Mini Transat, developer of my sip/puff system/boat maintenance/safety diver
Mum- helps me organise stuff and looks after us all
Rachel - my 7 year old little sis and best friend
Phil Devereaux - Sailing Coach and event organiser
Shelley Jory Leigh - International Power boat champion TV and Radio presenter and responsible
for putting together our support team.
Rib support drivers: Shelley, Andy Smith, Gary Coleman, Dan Whapples.
Motor-home drivers: Shelley, Sue Bailey, John Tomkins, Phil Dyer and Gordon Compton

After months of planning The 24th July was the day I finally set sail from Cowes for an
adventure I will never forget. I had an incredible team to support me, some of whom I had
only just met but were willing to give up their time to help me on my fund-raising challenge.
With the support of some wonderful companies supplying materials and funds to pay for the
challenge, so each penny raised is able to go directly to the 3 fantastic Charities I would like to
help and raise money for, The Ellen MacArthur Cancer Trust, RYA Foundation and RNLI.

I was lucky enough to meet 2 of my Hero's before I left Dame Ellen MacArthur and Geoff Holt
and be given some wonderful advice from them!

The 2 motorhomes, one for me and my family, and one for the support crew were packed, as
we had planned to stay in these as I sailed along the coast, as 'Miss Isle' hasnt got enough
room for me to get below to sleep due to the equipment on board, such as my special canting
seat.
So Thursday 24th July, a beautiful sunny warm summers day, the first day of the school
holidays,(we had picked this day as my little sister, Rachel (7) is at school and this gave us six
weeks to complete the challenge in, the maximum time we could have.)Rachel was to spend the
whole trip in the 7m Honda Couger support rib travelling round the coast, and she was
brilliant, she loved it too!

The forecast was 12 -15mph NE –It was a beautiful warm summers day – perfect! . The team
at Sailcare, Cowes had been working in their loft till after midnight to complete my new set of
sails. As most of the preparation had been done, it was just a final prep and a briefing from
Phil before I was lifted into my seat and we left the pontoon.
It was 9.45 am , I was a little bit nervous but excited as I headed out into the Solent, with a
little flotilla of boats filled with friends, relatives and supporters to see us off, including Cowes
Harbour Commission and the whole of the Ellen MacArthur fleet, with all the young people,
recovering from cancer that were sailing with them that week, which was brilliant as it made
me more determined than ever - it was quite a start!

The first port of call, on my journey was Poole, and as the day went on the breeze dropped, it
was a scorcher, and trying to keep with my helmet on was difficult! It was a very slow sail,
Eventually arriving late afternoon to a wonderful welcome from the RNLI, Poole Sailability
and a pilot boat. Sue, driving our motorhome had already arrived at our 1st stop, The RNLI
College, where earlier in the year myself and the team had undergone sea survival and rescue
procedures.

Day 2
Poole to Portland
Stunning coastline! Another hot summers day 7-10mph NW, and tonight’s destination the
Weymouth and Portland National Sailing Academy. On arrival we met with members of
Chesil Sailability, which was fantastic. Here we hit our first crisis, Peter one of our volunteer
motorhome drivers, who was due to spend the next few weeks driving the van for the support
team, had to leave for home that night! We were really stuck with no one to drive the van, but
Shelley was soon organising other volunteers, and after making an announcement at a P1
Powerboat race meeting in Cardiff, 3 gentlemen stepped up and volunteered their help,
Gordon Compton, Phil Dyer and Ron Coleman, who between them would cover the next ¾
weeks!, we were very grateful! Another little problem whilst in Portland – my walker broke, as
I turned a tight corner one of the side supports on the frame snapped, so we had to contact the
Hart clinic in yorkshire and their brilliant engineer Mick made a new part and sent it down to
us a couple of days later! ( and in the mean time used my older spare walker)

Day 3 & 4
Around Portland Bill and across Lyme Bay to Exmouth
Wow What a big Bay! With little breeze to start the day but finishing with 12 knts a great sail
into Exmouth, met by Exmouth RNLI and Exe Sailability and the wicked tide through the
Estuary and into the marina. We had planed a rest day at Exmouth, as sailing 3 full days in a
row was an awful lot for me, it had been so hot, temperatures reaching 32 degrees, keeping
cool for everyone had been difficult, but sat fixed in my chair all day with a helmet on was
particularly awkward. When I put the boat on auto pilot my helmet could be taken off and
Phil rigged up a umbrella to act as a parasol to give a little shade! Dad had converted a special
little jacket that pumped seawater around to keep my body cool too, which was great!

Fantastic hospitality from Exe Sailing Club as they let us park our motorhome in their
carpark for the 2 nights we were there and allowed us full use of their lovely club, thanks to
Rick for arranging it all for us and it was great to meet up with 2 of my first sailing instructors
and friends Vicky and Martin who now live and work in Dawlish.

My day off was spent visiting the new Exmouth RNLI and their new Shannon Class Lifeboat,
walking along the seafront, as I need to practice my walking and keeping fit to be able to climb
Pen y Fan once I reached Wales, oh and a visit to the local launderette with Mum Sue and
Rachel, whilst Dad Phil and Andy did a little maintenance on Miss Isle and refuelled the Rib
ready for the next days sailing.

Day 5
Exmouth to Dartmouth
Another beautiful start to the day, sunny warm and light breeze. More fantastic coastline, and
the water is so clear now! Today the support crew of the rib, Andy, Mum, Dad (who is the
safety diver)and Rachel, all saw a dolphin and a seal as they followed me into Dartmouth.
As I approached Dartmouth I looked at the sky that had now turned an inky black, with
clouds all around, and with the rocks and the cliffs at the entrance it looked incredible, a very
impressive and dramatic entrance!! We were met by Dartmouth RNLI and also members of
Dartmouth Rotary on board a motor cruiser with a fantastic banner staying 'Welcome to
Dartmouth Natasha'! It was pouring with rain now,visibility quite low as we carried on past
the castle and low clouds over cliffs on both sides , a steam boat passed us, and we got clapped
and cheered by the cadets from the Royal Dart Yacht Club who were all out on the water.
Finially arrived at the Dart Marina and we were welcomed by members of the Dartmouth
Rotary,Peter and Nigel, who very kindly presented me with a cheque for £400 towards my
fundraising, which was a fantastic surprise!

The Dart Marina Hotel who had very kindly said we could park the 2 motorhomes in their car
park overnight and they treated me to a hotel room in their fantastic Spa Hotel, it was
amazing!!! A superb Hotel with amazing views and its own Marina! Shelley and Gordon had
joined us now, Gordon would be driving the Van for the next 2/3 days whilst Shelly was on Rib
duty.
Like each day, after a sail I need to do some physio and stretching and go for a walk to stay fit
after being sat in one position whilst sailing, so we walked along into the town and crossed the
river on the ferry to visit The Royal Dart Yacht Club, meanwhile Andy fuel the rib ready for
tomorrow.

After a lovely luxurious sleep at the Dart Marina Spa Hotel I met a lady called Julliet from
Dart Sailability and showed her my boat, as she thinks a sip/puff system would be able to help
her, as the current adapt ions she sails with aren’t able to support her enough. Julliet had a go
with the sip/puff control on Miss Isle and really did feel it was the answer for her too! This was
something she was definitely keen to follow up!

Day 6 Dartmouth to Salcombe

Another fairly short sail today to Salcombe, and although the sun is shining to start with the
forecast is for the weather to become more changeable , sunshine and showers and a force 4/5
today. As I approached the headland at Start point and saw the lighthouse, the sea state started
to change, and clouds gathered once more, everyone in the rib got quite wet as it bounced over
the waves, but Miss Isle cut through, although I did have 1 reef put in my main sail after a
while, it was quite lively and I loved it especially after the last few days of fairly calm seas, once
we rounded the point, the breezed stayed with us and sea state more choppy that it had been in
ages, we flew along towards Salcombe. Another lovely and dramatic entrance, passing lots of
little beaches and bays filled with holidaymakers. Salcombe harbour was crammed full of
boats, dinghy’s, paddle boarders, kayaks , and once again a lovely welcome from the RNLI
and Harbourmaster.
The town at Salcombe is really pretty, cobbled streets, lots of interesting little shops and
because it was a summers day in August, very very busy, that night we were staying in a boat
trailer park about 15 mins from the Marina, so after Miss Isle and the Rib were cleaned and
refueled we headed to the vans. Small cobbled busy streets with lots of traffic although pretty
isnt the best place to be when in a wheelchair!!! So a little shaken but its all part of the fun!!
Day 7 & 8
Salcombe to Plymouth
As we left at 8am the next morning, escorted out to sea by RNLI Salcombe, the water was
already busy with people on boats and boards and heading down to the beaches.

Today’s passage was quite a bit cooler than it has been, as new weather front moves in,
everyone wearing our new SeaSafe waterproofs to keep us warm and dry. With a smooth sea
and a good f4 breeze we sailed to Plymouth in good time, passing all the various landmarks
and into QAB marina to a friendly welcome. It was good to be at a bigger marina with all the
luxuries and facilities, so we could get some jobs done. We had electric hook up for the vans,
on the Harbour wall, chandler store, cafe, and Mum was pleased to have use of the Washing
machine.!

Whilst Gary Phil and Andy did some boat maintenance, Shelley refuelled the rib, I went for
my late afternoon walk in my walker around the Aquarium in Plymouth, with Mum Rachel
and Sue.
As we had reached a half way point, the following day had been arranged as a press day, which
was held at The Mount Batten Centre, just across the bay. This was my second visit to Mount
batten Centre, as we had been invited there by Centre manager Sam Waites a couple of years
ago to watch The Americas Cup. Its a great water sports centre and it was good to see Sam
again, he did a great making us welcome and organising everything for us and Susie and
Sinead from the RYA. Susie and Sinead had arranged a press conference, and I was
interviewed by Local ITV and BBC TV and and local Radio and newspapers, which was fun.
Quite busy day for a 'rest day', once back at Marina, Gary Phil and Andy did some boat
maintenance, Shelley, after taking Rachel on a trip round the P1 circuit,
refuelled the rib, ready for tomorrow's sail. I went for my late afternoon walk in my walker
around the Aquarium in Plymouth, with Mum Rachel and Sue.
Today was Gordon’s last day with us driving the crew motor-home, as he had to head back
home to work, as after a lovely meal altogether we said goodbye and thank you to Gordon and
tomorrow we would be joined by a new driver..

Day 9 & 10
Plymouth to Fowey
Today Shelley had volunteered to stay in Plymouth and meet one of our new drivers at 10pm
off the train, and then drive to Fowey to meet us. Heavy rain forecast for today, so big black
clouds as we left Plymouth and full wet weather gear, forecast 4/5 SW. The rain was
torrential as we left The Sound and headed into Cornish waters, and we only passed 1 fishing
boat and I dive boat as we mad our way to Fowey. The rain continued for the next 4 hours
solid. Mum had suggested Rachel travel with Sue today in the motorhome to Fowey as the
forecast had been so bad, and it probably wouldn't be much fun being a very soggy seven year
old! A drive with Sue would be much more fun!

On arrival into Fowey, the rain was easing a little, but the sky still looked pretty black. Fowey
was another really pretty town with hills on both sides of the estuary and lots of colourful little
houses lining the banks. Rachel and Sue were on the pontoon waving us in. As the town was
such a busy little seaside town, with very narrow streets, filled with holiday makers, Sue had
parked the Motorhome on the outskirts in a cark park ¾ mile down the road. This is where we
had planned to stay overnight, but the public toilets were locked and the forecast for tomorrow
was for increasing wind, F6/7 it didnt look like we would be sailing! Finding a local campsite in
August for 2 motorhomes was proving difficult, so we tried to find a B&B for the eight of us
(me and my family -4, Phil, Andy, our rib driver, and Shelly and John our new van driver) Sue
had to say goodbye to us in the rain, and get a taxi back to the train station as she had to leave
for home today . So whilst I had my daily exercise and walked round and round the car park,
as the tiny streets with tiny pavements, cobbles and cars were far too busy, a hotel a few
minuites drive was found with 3 rooms vacant for all of us.!
It was lovely to get inside and be able to dry all of our wet weather gear, as it isnt easy trying to
get everyone's kit dried in the vans whilst living in them!!
We had heard that Shelley had met John in Plymouth and were now on there way to Fowey,
but rain was torrential again now, and wind was increasing, so quite a stormy night and quite
eventful trying to find us with a big motorhome though the tiny pitch black lanes, and fiords.
Next morning the rain had stopped and the sun was shining again, but as we had decided too
windy for me to make the next passage to Falmouth, Andy suggested we do a spot of mackrel
fishing, we all had a go and caught 13 mackrel for tea! By this time we had also found a camp
site nearby for tonight, so after Rachel had done a little crabbing at the pontoon and boats
prepared for the next days sailing. The little quiet campsite was perfect and we were able to
have a bbq with the fish we had just caught, the wind had eased and it was a perfect summers
evening!

Day 11
Fowey to Falmouth

Sun again the next morning as we prepared to leave Fowey, meeting some of the Crew of
Rowey RNLI, we watched huge tankers leave the narrow but very deep estuary. John driving
our motorhome and Shelley driving the crew motorhome left for Falmouth, and we began our
sail. Todays sail was great, not too hot, perfect wind, and a lovely dry sail into Falmouth
arriving at the marina about 5 pm. The vans parked on a rather narrow strip of harbour wall
next to the marina waiting for us.
Another beautiful summers evening, everyone sat outside in bars and restaurants, and we had
some delicious fish and chips, as we met up with Dan and his girlfriend Kelly, as we had
another crew change tomorrow and Dan was to take over as rib driver. Andy and Shelley were
sadly leaving the next day, Shelly was driving one of the vans to our next stop in Newlyn and
then catching the train back to Southampton.
Disabled facilities had varied greatly on our trip so far, some ok and some terrible, for a fairly
new marina in a larger town this one hadnt been great but guess its all part of the adventure!
Knew it wasnt going to be easy before we started and generally travelling always is a bit more
challenging for me!

Day 12, 13 & 14
Falmouth to Newlyn
The seagulls tapdancing on the vans had kept most of us awake since daylight, so an early start
after a fresh cornish pasty from the local bakers for breakfast! Today we were off around The
Lizzard, the most Southerly point in Britain! Quite a long sail today just about 7 hours and
feeling pretty tired now, but having to concentrate hard, the Lizzard Peninsula and the
overfalls were dramatic, really feeling what its like to sail in an Ocean now not just coastal
waters! Felt a little nervous and apprehensive but still really enjoyed it and as we just got sight
of St Micheals Mount we saw the Helicopter from Culdrose overhead and we were met and
escorted in to Newlyn by The Penlee Lifeboat.
A very different harbour here, definitely a working harbour filled with lots of big fishing boats
and a very friendly RNLI crew welcomed us into their station with cups of tea and lots of help
about the area. We had been offered to park up near the station by the harbour but as we had
decided to have a rest day tomorrow as the next sail was to be one of my biggest and most
challenging to date, we chose a little camping field nearby at Mousehole FC where we could
use the Football clubs toilets and showers. Everyone at Mousehole AFC were really friendly
especially Les who really looked after us, he was really cool, and knew everything about the
area and I think he knew everyone! The committee gave us £100 towards my fundraising plus
other members sponsored me too!!

On our first night here, we were joined by another Phil , Phil Dyer, another volunteer to drive
the crew motorhome that Shelley had driven to Newlyn before having to leave for home earlier
today. Phil had got a taxi from Penzance train station to Mousehole as it was midnight, but the
Taxi driver had dropped him in Mousehole village and not the Football club which was about 1
mile away! So Phil (devereuex) Dan and John went out to look for our new crew member who
no one had met before, in the pouring rain, and darkness as it would have been difficult for
him to find us in the field as it was along tiny lanes and up a small path, all that was unlit.
Eventually they arrived back just after 1am in the morning, and luckily Phil was really easy
going and friendly and soon got to know everyone!
We had 2 rest days here, to give me a chance to rest as it had been pretty full on the last couple
of weeks, the most sailing I have ever done!! We made preparations for my big sail around
Lands End! Maintenance and cleaning of the boats, checking our kit, stocking up with
groceries etc, looking at charts,weatherforecasts and planing the sail in detail, talking to
Padstow harbour, then and getting an early night, before very early start!

Day 15 & 16
Newlyn, Lands End, Padstow
As we were staying a few miles away from the harbour in Paul, Phil and Dan had opted to find
a B&B next to the harbour in Newlyn so they could be near to the boats to make final
preparation and load them with the kit. I got up at 3am!!!! by 4am we all met at the harbour.
We weren't the only ones about, all the fishermen were busy with nets and boxes ready for a
days fishing, a real hive of activity in the darkness! Feeling apprehensive, excited and still a bit
sleepy! Was lifted into my seat, and away we slipped, into the darkness, with our lights on, it
was just after 4.30am! The forecast was warm and sunny with a F3/4 SW it was to be the last
good forcast for a while as a front was moving in with the tail end of Hurricane Bertha due
over the next few days so wanted to make this passage before the storm! The only other time I
have sailed in the dark was as I left Cowes to sail around the Island 2 years ago, Newlyn
looked really pretty with all the little lights shining on the shore and as we passed St Micheals
Mount the first chink of light appeared. It was a beautiful start to what was going to be a very
long day.

On this sail, there as a deadline to meet, so no pressure!! I had to be at Padstow by 3.30 to get
into the inner harbour because of the tide, and after that the gate would be closed. Sailing
along the north Cornish coast isnt the easiest place to sail, as there isnt really much shelter,
very few of the harbours were suitable for my boat with its fixed keel. So if I didnt make
Padstow by 3.30pm Miss Isle would have to be moored on a mooring in the outer harbour and
I would have to be transferred onto the rib and then carried up some steps on the outer
harbour wall.
It is just amazing to be a sea when the sun rises, and to see such fantastic scenery, I am so
lucky, the sun had just about risen and was very low in the sky as we approached Lands End,
and the sea although calm, had got a definite swell going on now, it was very exciting seeing the
Longships lighthouse perched on the rocks! John and Phil driving the motorhomes had said
they were driving to Padstow via Lands End to see if they could spot us, and I wondered if
they were there yet watching us. It was about 8am as we passed the lighthouse. I was sailing in
the Atlantic!! There was still about 35 -40 miles to sail, and just a little un-comfy in my seat. I
have never felt sea sick before, but suddenly I felt very unwell, and was sick a couple of times.
Phil had to mop the deck and clean me up – sorry Phil!! Mum and Dad were really cornered
and phil kept asking how I was. I didn’t feel very good as this point at all, but still I knew I
had a long way to go and had to get there. Luckily a pod of Dolphin appreared, I had been
desperate to see Dolphin, and I missed the one earlier that everyone had seen, so it took my
mind off everything else as I watched them jumping out of the water in front of me and to the

side, and as the direction of the swell to the boat had changed slightly I soon felt better and
even managed some lunch!

The Cornish coast was breathtaking, but it was a long stretch and my back was aching by the
time we headed round into Padstow, it was going to be very tight with time for the gate closing
on the inner wall!
Met by Padstow RNLI and Harbour master, we sailed up the estuary to the harbour, which
was really busy with lots of boats, mainly ribs and little fishing boats, hadnt seen another yacht
all day! lots of georgous little sandy bays filled with people enjoying a beautiful sunny day on
the beach. John and Phil had parked right on the Harbour wall, and the RNLI were having an
open day, Padstow was extremely busy and very pretty. Made it into the inner harbour just
before the gates closes, phew! Lots of people on the harbour cheered and clapped as I came in,
and it was nice to see Karenza from the RYA to welcome us too! So pleased as Dad and Phil
lifted me out of my seat, about 12 hours after going into it, wow I was stiff and aching!
Absolutely shattered and boiling hot and sticky. With the van right next to the Harbour I was
able to get in and lay down, ooh it was wonderful to stretch out and Mum soon had me washed
and into clean clothes, whilst the boats were cleaned and tied securely, it was goint to be a few
days before we could carry on the journey at the storm was about to hit in the next couple of
days.
We all had a lovely evening meal in a little pub in Padstow Harbour before heading off to our
campsite a few miles away.
The next day was a strange one, as the crew were leaving us for home. The crew motorhome
was packed up, as the forecast for the next 4/5 days was bad, too bad for me to sail, the tail end
of Hurricane Bertha was due with winds up to F8/9 and by lunchtime they had all left for
Southampton, just leaving John with us, who lived in the Midlands and was due to leave by
bus the next day. As there wasnt enough space in our van for 5 people! We made arrangement
to stay in a B&B with John just a little further up the coast as we were giving him a lift to the
Bus Station the next day. That night we stayed at Tintagle, in amazing place right on the cliffs

Days 17 – 22
During the night the storm hit with thunder and lightning, and rain, it was an incredible sight
to watch from our bedroom window up on the cliffs, glad we didnt stay in the van tonight!!
The following morning the wind was raging and we watched the sea for ages and the waves
crashing high up along the cliffs, it was spectacular, the clouds racing across the sky. After
dropping John at the Bus station it was very odd, just us 4 left, it seemed really flat after such
a busy time with lots of people around. We went back to the campsite, and spent the next few
blustery days around Padstow doing lots of walking in practice for my mountain climb which
would hopefully be soon! Watching the weather and looking at forecasts constantly, Phil came
back on Tuesday evening along with new crew, Gary, who was going to be our rib safety driver
and Ron, his brother who had voluntered to drive the crew motorhome. Wednesday we met up
with Suzie and Sinead and a local Tv crew as they wanted to do some filming with us. As I
hope to encourage other disabled people that sailing is possible not matter what your ability, If
I can do it, anyone can! Sailing has just been amazing for me in all sorts of ways and I want to
tell everyone about it and get other people to have a go to, it really is incredible, a whole new
world!
As we had decided Friday was the day to make our next passage, there was a little gap in the
weather system before some more strong wind and so Thursday was spent making a decision,
we had planned to sail from Padstow to Ilfracombe, but looking at charts and tides more
closely and weather, as this was to be another really long sail, possibly another 10 -12 hours,
our decision was to stop at Bideford instead, and a small village called Appledore. Phil made
arrangements with The RNLI at Appledore on where we could moor Miss Isle, as it would
have to be on a mooring in the esturay, there was nowhere else. The rest of the day, was
making preparations for the passage, fueling the rib, which took ages, as the nearest fuel
station was in Wadebridge, so a few journeys had to be made from Padstow to Wadebridge
with a fuel tank to fill the rib with its 2 large engines. Luckily Ron and Garys other brother
who liked in Cornwall offered to help us too and he drove backwards and forwards in his car,
rather than us having to take one of the large motorhomes backwards and forwards in very
small busy towns! So thanks Stephen

Day 23 -26
Padstow to Appledore
Off again, at last, was beginning to think there would not be a window in the weather before
the summer holidays ended and I wouldnt make the end of the Challenge and the mountain
climb!
Phil and Gary, the rib driver, left the campsite an hour earlier than us, as they were moving
the boats to the outer harbour, before the gates closed, as we needed to leave with the tide
going out Miss Isle was tied to a mooring in the estuary and the rib along the outer harbour
wall. We only had one van driver today, Mum was going to drive but Rachel desperately
wanted to go in the rib, and so Mum needed to go with Rachel, so Dad was free to help out if

needed, has Dad was our safety diver, with diving equipment on rib if necessary. So our
motorhome was going to be left at the campsite, and tomorrow Dad and Ron would drive back
from Appledore to collect it, tonight we were all staying in a B&B.
Once again today, because of the Tides and the distance of the passage, we had to get the times
right and we had to arrive at Appledore before 9pm, again another estuary, and this time with
no harbour, Miss Isle would have to be moored on a mooring and me transferred to the rib.
Ron dropped us off at Padstow Harbour, and transferring me to Miss Isle began. I was carried
down the Harbour wall steps by Dad and lifted into the rib, out to the mooring, and Phil and
Dad lifted me across to Miss Isle, but this wasnt easy as it was quite choppy, the tide had just
turned and the wind was blowing in, today’s forecast was a NW 14 -18, much calmer than the
last few days, but there was still a significant swell. It was extremely bouncy getting out to sea
from Padstow and Phil had to put the engine on and we motored to the entrance. Once clear
of the chop we could turn the motor off and sail. Another long sail approx 55 miles to
Appledore. More of Cornwall s dramatic coast line, a couple of fishing boats and only 1 other
yacht was seen all day,! Lots of wildlife too, Gary our Rib driver was really knowledgeable
about and was teaching Rachel loads of facts about especially the different sea birds and what
they were fishing for. As they were following me, they stopped briefly to see a sun fish and
videoed it for me. Then all of a sudden there was something jumped in front of me, then again
and again, we were joined by a pod of Dolphin again!They swam under Miss Isle and then
followed me for some time, Wow! Absolutely fantastic! The swell was the biggest Ive ever
experienced and it seem strange at first watching the rib disappear in the troughs, I wasnt sea
sick today though, I had taken some tablets just in case!!

Hartland point late afternoon/early evening was interesting and quite rough as the wind had
increased at little by then and I was getting pretty tired, then as we approached Appledore,
there was the bar to negotiate, then up the estuary just in time with the tide before it turned as
the sun was setting. RNLI Appledore came out to meet us, and they were just brilliant as they
helped us in, they took us to a part of sea wall where there was enough water to get me lifted
out of my boat and into my waiting wheelchair, with Ron and lots of people on the quayside, as
it was now a lovely summers evening, and there were lots of children crabbing and out for a
walk beside the sea. Once Id been safe delivered to my chair, the boys followed the local RNLI
crew to a mooring and tied her up, the rib was then taken to another mooring, and the RNLI
guys then ferried Phil Dad and Gary back to us on the shore, as the tide here completely dries
up, apart from a small strip of water left in the middle.

Fish and chips on the sea wall and bed, totally shattered and aching.

The next couple of days we stayed in Appledore, as wind was increasing yet again F6-8. We are
now back in Devon, Appledore is a lovely little seaside town very pretty with lots of tiny
cobbled streets and brightly painted doors everwhere, definitely another place id like to come
back to!

Miss Isle had to moved to another mooring as it hadnt spun round with the tide so again some
of the very helpful volunteers form the lifeboat crew helped to take Phil out and move it to
another mooring, whilst Dad and Ron travelled back to Padstow to collect the other
motorhome. Another crew change too, Ron had to sadly leave us today, it had been great fun
as Gary and Ron together were like a comedy act! Today we had Sue back with us to drive our
motorhome on the final stint and also Phil Dyer back to drive the crew motorhome, back to
his homeland Wales. Shelley too was joining us again on the Rib, which absolutely thrilled
Rachel as they had become inseparable soul mates! Shelley now has the nickname
SuperNanny!

We were kindly invited to Skewn lodge to park the vans which was just a mile down the road

from the boats which was excellent, and many thanks to John Watson and Flavella for all
their help! Finding places to park 2 large motorhomes in the height of the summer in small
villages in Devon and Cornwall wasn’t easy, lots of camp-site were fully booked as it was a
good summer and most people book in advance, we couldn’t as we were very weather
dependant for moving on. Still Appledore for a mall town was brilliant as it had a large car
park by the sea wall so that made it easier when we left and had to transfer all our kit etc. back
on the boats.
Day 27,28 & 29
Appledore to Swansea, Wales
A bright and blustery start, and again the local lifeboat volunteers ferried Gary to the rib
moored in the centre of the estuary, and brought it towards the wall by the slipway. I was
again lifted onboard and taken to Miss Isle, where Dad and Phil carried and lifted me over.
This area of the coast is a great surfing area, and you can really see why this morning. The rib
had to tow us out over the bar, it was just the only way really but we were soon free and in for
a fantastic sail across the Bristol Channel. I was a little apprehensive today, as it was to be my
last days sailing (for a while at least!) and also because again potentially another 7/8hours
because of the tide and wind direction, and angle I had to take to cross to Swansea, planning to
go up the coast to start with towards ilfracombe and then across. We had some rain to start
with and again the swell at first was significant but as the day carried on and we got into the
middle of the channel the wind increased for a time to a F6 and waves were breaking, Miss Isle
really flew in these conditions, just perfect for her! We had a brilliant last days sail into
Swansea, it reminded me of the Day last year when I crossed from France to Dover, very
similar conditions.

Swansea, Wales we made it! Some 90 hrs sailing and just over 500 miles it been awesome!
Through the locks, where I was cheered clapped and whooped in, and Shelly and Rachel
somehow made it onto a PA to say congratulations! Into Swansea Marina, where I really
didn't want to get out of my boat, I would have loved to keep going, but this part of my
journey was sadly over! Sue and Phil were waiting with the vans, and tonight as a treat Mum
had booked us in to a Farm Cottage on the outskirts of Swansea that we could all share
together as it slept 8, for the next 2 nights so I could really relax and rest before I climbed the
mountain!

Dad was so happy and relieved the little boat he had converted for me had made it with no
complications or breakdowns at all to the system he had built for me, it had worked perfectly
all 500 plus miles, not one piece of electronics had needed replacing! Dad had taken lots of
spares and tools, just in case, but none were needed, not bad saying most of it had been put
together in the garden shed, or Dads 'workshop' as he likes to call it!! Well done Dad xxxx
The cottage was perfect and Sue had cooked us all a lovely super that we all eat at the big
dining room table together. The next day, we saw what a beautiful view from the cottage, right
over the Swansea Bay and towards the Brecon Beacons, where you could see the mountains in
the distance. We were off to meet Susie and Tracey from the RYA this morning and do a couple
of Radio and TV interviews about my journey so far. Whilst I did some walking and practice
for my mountain climb, Shelley took Rachel horse riding on the Farm, which they both loved.
I was also lucky enough to be invited to watch the IPC Athletics in Swansea, which was
absolutely incredible. It was fantastic to see so many people with all kinds of different
disabilities competing, and competition was really fierce! I watch Maria Ward win her race
and met her afterwards , it was so inspiring I loved it.
Miss Isle was prepared for being lifted and put on a trailer and PSP logistics were coming to
take her back to Southampton for me and then we were off again, this time by road, in the
vans, off the the Brecon Beacons and my final part of my Challenge! Climbing Pen y Fan!
We parked for the night in a car park at the bottom of the Mountain, and it was late afternoon
as we arrived and had just started to rain, we could see the tops of any of the mountains
around us the cloud was so low. The team from Hart Walker uk arrived and we put the
awnings up on the vans and Marie and James got to work servicing my walker before the big
walk tomorrow. They had travelled down from Yorkshire and were going to walk up Pen Y
Fan too! This was to be a big test for their new All Terrain walker and they wanted to see how
it faired up a mountain! A real test !

As dusk fell and we were just about to have something to eat and get all our kitbag's and
clothing ready for tomorrows early start, the leisure battery on our van died, and so we had no

power! We had to eat tea and get ready in the dark using a couple of torches!!
Day 30
Peny y Fan, Brecon Beacons
Well it was 5.30 when I woke and Mum got me ready, outside the van I could hear people
already arriving, volunteers from The Central Beacon Mountain Rescue and 4 men from the
services had also volunteered to help. Some of them would help carry spares, as I was taking a
spare walking frame and body brace up to the top, just in case ! But luckiliy we didnt need
anything!

Mum Dad and Sue helped me into my brace and walker and after a safety briefing ,We set off
from the car park at the bottom by The Story Arms at 6.30 am our little party of 18 in total.
The top of the mountain could'nt be seen it was up in the clouds, the weather was overcast and
quite cold, we all had lots of layers on.
As we crossed a stream, we had only been walking for 10 minutes, I felt something not right
with my right knee joint on my brace, and told Mum. As I have been using my walker since I
was 3 I know it so well, I know if a part is going to fail before anyone can see anything. So we
found a rock to sit on and perched on Mums knee I was helped out of my brace, and into my
spare brace whilst Marie and James from Hart Walker UK, quickly replaced the knee joint.

This was just the beginning of the climb, and at this point I think some people might have been
thinking that climbing the mountain was going to be a bit too ambitious for me, but me and
my family know only too well...this sort of thing can happen anywhere and once sorted we
knew would be fine!- just a minor hiccup, but a little inconvenient at the start!
Off we all went again....Although a cold day, I was soon sweating and had to have some layers
off, and stop for drinks regularly. As we climbed everyone was saying Wow look at the view,
but I didn't want to till I got to the top, I wanted to save it until I'd made it, then I could stop

and look. I just kept looking upwards., I needed to keep focussed to get to the top. After 2
hours and half way all you could still see was clouds swirling round what must have
been the top of the mountain, I was pretty tired but needed to keep going, there was still a long
way to go!
I guess as it was still quite early we hadnt passed anyone else on the mountain, only sheep.
We stopped so everyone could have a snack in a little sheltered area in a bit of a dip for 10
minutes or so. With all layers back on now, as the wind was bitter, and as we walked along the
ridge the wind took your breath way!
We were right up in the clouds now, and the final part to the summit was really steep, and very
stoney, quite difficult for my wheels to go over. Dad and Phil helped me along, and everyone
was encouraging me. I was absolutely shattered but so nearly there! With the last spurt of
energy from helped along by all the cheers , I finally I made it! It was 10.30 in the morning, I
could at last stop and look around! Wow!!! What a view! The clouds were just starting to part,
I felt incredible, it was absolutely awesome!!!!

After taking some photos at the summit, it was time to think about the descent A National
Trust working party were working on the mountain that morning and they had kindly offered
to help me down with their little all terrain 4 wheel dive vehicle they use on the mountain ( the
same type as used in The Alps). So after walking back down the really steep part with lots of
help so I didn't carear over the edge as my wheels gathered speed! and then along the ridge to
where the little truck could meet us. I was then helped out of my brace and Dad climbed into
the back of the truck, and I was lifted in and Dad held me sat on the spare tyre. I t was a bit
scary, pretty uncomfortable and bumpy as we began our off road mountain descent. After

about ten minuets, the little truck suddenly went bang! started making strange noises and
came to a halt in a ditch. The driver had a look underneath the little truck and all the men in
the party all helped trying to get the truck moving, putting rocks under the wheels etc. It was
no use apparently the differential axle had broken, and with no 4 wheel drive, it was going to
be pretty interesting trying to get the truck down the mountain. So we had to leave the truck
with the driver, and I had to be lifted back out and helped back into my brace and walker.

We were still about ¾ of the way up the mountain, so once back in my walker we all continued
the descent, with 3 people holding onto my wheeled frame to hold me back and stopping me
toppling over, and 2 more people helping me over the culverts, we made it back to the car park
at the bottom by about 2pm where I was met by my Nana and Granddad, but I didn't stop
until I got right to the door of our motor-home, back at the beginning where I'd started 7
1/2hours earlier! I was absolutely exhausted!
In the car park, was now very busy and there was a van selling snacks and the gentleman from
there treated us all to ice creams, which was just perfect, as the weather was now warmer and
sunny. We said thank you and goodbye to all the volunteers who had helped us today from the
Mountain Rescue and the Servicemen they had been a great help and made the climb possible
and really special for me.

The remaining team bundled into the motor homes and cars and drove a couple of miles down
the road to the Brecon Beacons Tourist Centre for a little welcome reception, where we did a
couple of interviews and then The Brecon Male Voice Choir sang to us whilst we looked up at
the moutain. Its been a great adventure!, Wow what a team!....Sea and Summit 14 complete!!

Thank you!
Many thanks to all The Sea And Summit Team, the Fantastic Companies that supported this years
Challenge, everyone who helped along the way, The RYA< Event Broadcast and all who donated
and sponsored me!

We have raised £15,606 for The Ellen MacArthur Cancer Trust, RYA Foundation and the RNLI.
Company supporters:

